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ABSTRACT 

 

KONI is an abbreviation of the National Committee of Indonesian Bodybuilding. 

KONI office in western Java province is located in the city of Bandung which has a target to 

make KONI as an independent organization and proesional, to build national sports 

achievements, in order to raise the dignity and dignity of the Indonesian nation. KONI offices 

that now have some design problems, such as KONI functions and facilities have not been 

properly processed and not in accordance with the needs of space users, the second problem 

is the existing KONI office layout has not meet office standards, the third problem is that the 

applied theme does not reflect the character Or the purpose of KONI, as for other problems is 

the circulation, lighting and penghawaan not optimal. To overcome the above design 

problems the way is the first to design office facilities and infrastructure in accordance with 

the needs of users / workers, the second designing the office KONI layout that meets office 

standards, the third design theme that reflects the character or purpose of KONI office and for 

the next problem way To overcome it is to make circulation, lighting and pengawaan to the 

maximum standards. The theme that will be applied to redesign the KONI office is 

Supportive & Sporty office. The purpose of implementing the supportive theme is to answer 

the problem of poorly functioning space and also the amount of space that is less functional 

or not functioning properly, while the sport is intended for the color of the room and shape in 

accordance with the sports atmosphere that should look at the building or office KONI. From 

the above themes it can be determined the concept, the first concept of color, the colors to be 

used are the colors that can provide motivation or spirit of work and also the spirit of 

exercise, namely white, red, blue, yellow and black. The second is the concept of the form or 

layout of the office, which will be used is a closed office space or room because each division 

has a different task. The next is the concept of circulation, circulation patterns that will be 

used is a pattern of circulation linear with circulation connecting through space. 
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